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Stornello® in detail 2 Stornello® Glass systems …. … 2 successful ways of working

WHERE

WHERE

BENEFITS

BENEFITS
STORNELLO® GLASS 
Rotatory Precision Sanding System 
for glass surfaces

► VERTICAL WINDOWS OF RETAIL STORES, SHOPPING  
 CENTERS, BANKS, HOTELS, …
► BOATS, SHIPYARDS
► PRIVATE AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS (WINDOWS,  
 BALCONIES, …)

► GLASS MAKERS
► GLASS REPAIR SHOPS/CENTERS 
► BODY CAR SHOPS (WINDSCREEN REPAIRING  
 AND RESTORING)

► Stornello® Glass guarantees a fast, direct and safe job. No need to remove  
 and bring away the damaged surface for repairing it 

► so, complex tasks accomplished in a really short time 

► a simple, fast and effective action. No risk to damage the glass surface

► Stornello Glass® Table is a “start and go” machine, safe and easy to use.  
 No need for long and specific trainings

Stornello® Glass Table

Stornello Glass® Table “adapts itself” to any kind of flat (or slightly curved) surface, repairing small scratches and 
damages, making it even more brilliant and shining.

Working “flat”

STORNELLO® GLASS is a MULTI MODE
Floor Specific Solutions

machine 

With Stornello® Glass you can work directly on vertical windows and curtain walls, thus accomplishing glass 
surface renovation in the best way. The machine is recommended for:
- removing scratches, small damages, …
- maintaining glass surfaces affected by atmospheric agents, restoring their original transparency and brilliance

Vertical action
P/N 7699950001 

Stornello® Glass Including:

P/N 7699940022 Vertical Action Kit
(Holding rods, joints, 2 suckers, balancer,...)
P/N 7699940014 Safety rope
P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 
P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag
P/N 7699940100 Trolley 

P/N 7699950000 

Including:

P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 
P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag
P/N 7699940100 Trolley 

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Power supply 230-240 V / 50 Hz

Power 1010 W

Wheels 3 removable and replaceable spherical wheels

Sanding disc speed 7 speeds - from 1500 rpm to 3200 rpm

Machine dimensions 30x30x30 cm

Net Weight 4 kg

Disc size Ø 150 mm

Electr. cable length 5 m
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Stornello® at a glance 

SPEED 
ADJUSTMENT 
(7 steps)

ERGONOMIC HANDLEBARS 
Comfort and ease of use

THREE WHEELS 
MOVING SYSTEM (patented) 
For a smooth, flawless and effective 
sanding 

ANGLE 
ADJUSTMENT 

KNOB 
To set the disc right 

working angle

BACKING DISC 
Easy to assemble/disassemble
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P/N 7699950001 

Stornello® Glass is an innovative machine, fully equipped with specific accessories, 
alowing it to work without problems in different and even hard situations: 

The Vertical Action kit (spring balancer, holding rods, glass suckers, joints, …) 
simplifies and speeds up every vertical restoring action. 
Stornello®, staying hanging from its support, cannot fall down while working 
and doesn’t weigh on the hands of the operator, thus making the job easier 
and more comfortable.

The safety rope protects the operator, guaranteeing a complete 
safety, even when working in difficult contexts.

This flexible structure makes Stornello® Glass system the best 
solution for fast and effective restoring actions on glass. 
Windows, curtain walls and every kind of glass surface in shops, 
retail stores, supermarkets, etc … all can be treated and restored directly 
on site, bringing them back to their original shine. 

That’s why Stornello® Glass is really a powerful news on the market, able to work even in tough 
and challenging conditions. Shipyards, building constructions (glass) maintenance … in 
these “complex” environments Stornello® can show its real power and added value, making the 
professionals’ job easier, faster and safer. With top results.
 

Stornello® Glass Table is the most suitable solution for 
treatment of flat glass surfaces. 

The adjustable handle on the back of the machine allows 
to fix the right angle of incidence on the surface while the 

3 wheels system makes easy moving and sliding the 
machine and guarantees a constant and stable pressure.

Thanks to this synthesis of power and flexibility, you can set up 
the machine in the best way, depending on the kind of surface 
and defect to be repaired, without any risk of damaging the 
surface while working.

This right mix of strength and reliability makes Stornello® 
Glass Table the perfect system for glass makers, 

glass repair shops, glass centers, body car shops 
(windscreens restoration), … 

Optional accessories for Stornello® Glass

n  Tool bag n  Protective   
 glasses

n Face mask + ear plugs

P/N 7699940020 P/N 7600030015 P/N ASO991232 

Working at the right speed
The motor of the machine, powerful and reliable, is perfectly suitable even 
for long and intense jobs. 
The 7 speeds assure the right flexibility while working.

2 VERSIONS, 2 POWERFUL SYSTEMS
Stornello® Glass is available in 2 configurations, Stornello® Glass  
and Stornello® Glass Table, developed to work successfully in different 
situations and contexts. 

For both versions several kits for sanding and polishing are available. 
A wide and various optional offer, to further increase machine flexibility and 
performance and better match any specific need.

Ordinary maintenance / Safety

For glass treatment

Vertical action

Why Stornello® Glass? 
Repairing and restoring glass structures and surfaces is something difficult and controversial. There has always 
been a lack of a special machine, specific for treating and repairing small damages in a fast and easy way.

That’s what inspired us in the creation of Stornello® Glass precision sander. Compact, agile and performing, 
Stornello® guarantees the right restoring action on every glass surface (flat or slightly curved), quickly and 
without effort. 
 

COMFORT, SPEED, EFFECTIVENESS 
Lightweight and compact
Stornello® weighs only 4 Kg and can be easily brought and carried everywhere.

The 3 wheels working sander
The 3 wheel system (patented) is one of the main distinctive elements on Stornello®, making it 
unique. Thanks to the Omnicaster spherical wheels, the operator can work smoothly, 
swiftly and without effort, even for long-lasting working sessions. 

3 wheels, 3 leaning points, ensuring a constant and stable pressure and preventing any risk 
of damaging the surface while working. 

STORNELLO® GLASS TABLE: FOR FLAT SURFACES

P/N 7699950000 

P/N 7699940025   

Scratch remove kit 
Including:
5 Stornello® Glass backing discs ø150
25 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 800
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1000
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1200
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1500

P/N 7699940026   

Scratch remove lite kit
Including:
4 Stornello® Glass backing discs ø150
25 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1200
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1500
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 4000

P/N 7699940027   

Light oxidation kit 
Including:
6 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA

P/N 7699940022   

Vertical Action Kit 
Including: 
Spring Balancer
Holding rods
2 suckers + joints

P/N 7699940014   

Safety rope  

P/N 7699940028   

Deep oxidation kit 
Including:
6 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA
2 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 4000

P/N 7699940029  

Scratch kit
Including:
6 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA
1 Disc 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1200
1 Disc 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1500
2 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 4000

Stornello®: gently strong on glass
Stornello® Glass is a unique sanding machine able to assure a quick treatment and a great maintenance of glass surfaces, when transparency and brilliance are affected by leakage of acid rain, salt spray, oxidation, smog, 
(building sites) chemical corrosion, …non-removable by a simple cleaning only. 

Stornello®  Glass is available in 2 versions, both guaranteeing a fast, precise and effective job.

STORNELLO® GLASS: VERTICAL ACTION

*To avoid any risk of damage, both Stornello® Glass and Stornello® Glass Table 
have ALWAYS TO BE USED BY SPRAYING WATER on the glass surface while 
working.

Including:

P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 

P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag

P/N 7699940100 Trolley 

Including:

P/N 7699940022 Vertical Action Kit
(Hanging bars, joints, 2 suckers, balancer,...)
P/N 7699940014 Safety rope
P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 
P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag
P/N 7699940100 Trolley 
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Stornello® guarantees the right restoring action on every glass surface (flat or slightly curved), quickly and 
without effort. 
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Lightweight and compact
Stornello® weighs only 4 Kg and can be easily brought and carried everywhere.

The 3 wheels working sander
The 3 wheel system (patented) is one of the main distinctive elements on Stornello®, making it 
unique. Thanks to the Omnicaster spherical wheels, the operator can work smoothly, 
swiftly and without effort, even for long-lasting working sessions. 

3 wheels, 3 leaning points, ensuring a constant and stable pressure and preventing any risk 
of damaging the surface while working. 
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The Vertical Action kit (spring balancer, holding rods, glass suckers, joints, …) 
simplifies and speeds up every vertical restoring action. 
Stornello®, staying hanging from its support, cannot fall down while working 
and doesn’t weigh on the hands of the operator, thus making the job easier 
and more comfortable.

The safety rope protects the operator, guaranteeing a complete 
safety, even when working in difficult contexts.
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Windows, curtain walls and every kind of glass surface in shops, 
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on site, bringing them back to their original shine. 
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these “complex” environments Stornello® can show its real power and added value, making the 
professionals’ job easier, faster and safer. With top results.
 

Stornello® Glass Table is the most suitable solution for 
treatment of flat glass surfaces. 

The adjustable handle on the back of the machine allows 
to fix the right angle of incidence on the surface while the 

3 wheels system makes easy moving and sliding the 
machine and guarantees a constant and stable pressure.
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and defect to be repaired, without any risk of damaging the 
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For both versions several kits for sanding and polishing are available. 
A wide and various optional offer, to further increase machine flexibility and 
performance and better match any specific need.
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Repairing and restoring glass structures and surfaces is something difficult and controversial. There has always 
been a lack of a special machine, specific for treating and repairing small damages in a fast and easy way.

That’s what inspired us in the creation of Stornello® Glass precision sander. Compact, agile and performing, 
Stornello® guarantees the right restoring action on every glass surface (flat or slightly curved), quickly and 
without effort. 
 

COMFORT, SPEED, EFFECTIVENESS 
Lightweight and compact
Stornello® weighs only 4 Kg and can be easily brought and carried everywhere.

The 3 wheels working sander
The 3 wheel system (patented) is one of the main distinctive elements on Stornello®, making it 
unique. Thanks to the Omnicaster spherical wheels, the operator can work smoothly, 
swiftly and without effort, even for long-lasting working sessions. 

3 wheels, 3 leaning points, ensuring a constant and stable pressure and preventing any risk 
of damaging the surface while working. 
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(building sites) chemical corrosion, …non-removable by a simple cleaning only. 

Stornello®  Glass is available in 2 versions, both guaranteeing a fast, precise and effective job.

STORNELLO® GLASS: VERTICAL ACTION

*To avoid any risk of damage, both Stornello® Glass and Stornello® Glass Table 
have ALWAYS TO BE USED BY SPRAYING WATER on the glass surface while 
working.

Including:

P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 

P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag

P/N 7699940100 Trolley 

Including:

P/N 7699940022 Vertical Action Kit
(Hanging bars, joints, 2 suckers, balancer,...)
P/N 7699940014 Safety rope
P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 
P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag
P/N 7699940100 Trolley 



P/N 7699950001 

Stornello® Glass is an innovative machine, fully equipped with specific accessories, 
alowing it to work without problems in different and even hard situations: 

The Vertical Action kit (spring balancer, holding rods, glass suckers, joints, …) 
simplifies and speeds up every vertical restoring action. 
Stornello®, staying hanging from its support, cannot fall down while working 
and doesn’t weigh on the hands of the operator, thus making the job easier 
and more comfortable.

The safety rope protects the operator, guaranteeing a complete 
safety, even when working in difficult contexts.

This flexible structure makes Stornello® Glass system the best 
solution for fast and effective restoring actions on glass. 
Windows, curtain walls and every kind of glass surface in shops, 
retail stores, supermarkets, etc … all can be treated and restored directly 
on site, bringing them back to their original shine. 

That’s why Stornello® Glass is really a powerful news on the market, able to work even in tough 
and challenging conditions. Shipyards, building constructions (glass) maintenance … in 
these “complex” environments Stornello® can show its real power and added value, making the 
professionals’ job easier, faster and safer. With top results.
 

Stornello® Glass Table is the most suitable solution for 
treatment of flat glass surfaces. 

The adjustable handle on the back of the machine allows 
to fix the right angle of incidence on the surface while the 

3 wheels system makes easy moving and sliding the 
machine and guarantees a constant and stable pressure.

Thanks to this synthesis of power and flexibility, you can set up 
the machine in the best way, depending on the kind of surface 
and defect to be repaired, without any risk of damaging the 
surface while working.

This right mix of strength and reliability makes Stornello® 
Glass Table the perfect system for glass makers, 

glass repair shops, glass centers, body car shops 
(windscreens restoration), … 

Optional accessories for Stornello® Glass

n  Tool bag n  Protective   
 glasses

n Face mask + ear plugs

P/N 7699940020 P/N 7600030015 P/N ASO991232 

Working at the right speed
The motor of the machine, powerful and reliable, is perfectly suitable even 
for long and intense jobs. 
The 7 speeds assure the right flexibility while working.

2 VERSIONS, 2 POWERFUL SYSTEMS
Stornello® Glass is available in 2 configurations, Stornello® Glass  
and Stornello® Glass Table, developed to work successfully in different 
situations and contexts. 

For both versions several kits for sanding and polishing are available. 
A wide and various optional offer, to further increase machine flexibility and 
performance and better match any specific need.

Ordinary maintenance / Safety

For glass treatment

Vertical action

Why Stornello® Glass? 
Repairing and restoring glass structures and surfaces is something difficult and controversial. There has always 
been a lack of a special machine, specific for treating and repairing small damages in a fast and easy way.

That’s what inspired us in the creation of Stornello® Glass precision sander. Compact, agile and performing, 
Stornello® guarantees the right restoring action on every glass surface (flat or slightly curved), quickly and 
without effort. 
 

COMFORT, SPEED, EFFECTIVENESS 
Lightweight and compact
Stornello® weighs only 4 Kg and can be easily brought and carried everywhere.

The 3 wheels working sander
The 3 wheel system (patented) is one of the main distinctive elements on Stornello®, making it 
unique. Thanks to the Omnicaster spherical wheels, the operator can work smoothly, 
swiftly and without effort, even for long-lasting working sessions. 

3 wheels, 3 leaning points, ensuring a constant and stable pressure and preventing any risk 
of damaging the surface while working. 

STORNELLO® GLASS TABLE: FOR FLAT SURFACES

P/N 7699950000 

P/N 7699940025   

Scratch remove kit 
Including:
5 Stornello® Glass backing discs ø150
25 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 800
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1000
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1200
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1500

P/N 7699940026   

Scratch remove lite kit
Including:
4 Stornello® Glass backing discs ø150
25 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1200
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1500
25 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 4000

P/N 7699940027   

Light oxidation kit 
Including:
6 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA

P/N 7699940022   

Vertical Action Kit 
Including: 
Spring Balancer
Holding rods
2 suckers + joints

P/N 7699940014   

Safety rope  

P/N 7699940028   

Deep oxidation kit 
Including:
6 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA
2 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 4000

P/N 7699940029  

Scratch kit
Including:
6 Discs Fe30 Polishing Cerium OX PSA
1 Disc 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1200
1 Disc 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 1500
2 Discs 2970 PSA ø150 - grit 4000

Stornello®: gently strong on glass
Stornello® Glass is a unique sanding machine able to assure a quick treatment and a great maintenance of glass surfaces, when transparency and brilliance are affected by leakage of acid rain, salt spray, oxidation, smog, 
(building sites) chemical corrosion, …non-removable by a simple cleaning only. 

Stornello®  Glass is available in 2 versions, both guaranteeing a fast, precise and effective job.

STORNELLO® GLASS: VERTICAL ACTION

*To avoid any risk of damage, both Stornello® Glass and Stornello® Glass Table 
have ALWAYS TO BE USED BY SPRAYING WATER on the glass surface while 
working.

Including:

P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 

P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag

P/N 7699940100 Trolley 

Including:

P/N 7699940022 Vertical Action Kit
(Hanging bars, joints, 2 suckers, balancer,...)
P/N 7699940014 Safety rope
P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 
P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag
P/N 7699940100 Trolley 



Kunzle & Tasin S.r.l.
Via Marzabotto, 63
20037 Paderno Dugnano (MI) 
tel +39 02 971695 
info@kunzletasin.com 

www.kunzletasin.com

Stornello® in detail 2 Stornello® Glass systems …. … 2 successful ways of working

WHERE

WHERE

BENEFITS

BENEFITS
STORNELLO® GLASS 
Rotatory Precision Sanding System 
for glass surfaces

► VERTICAL WINDOWS OF RETAIL STORES, SHOPPING  
 CENTERS, BANKS, HOTELS, …
► BOATS, SHIPYARDS
► PRIVATE AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS (WINDOWS,  
 BALCONIES, …)

► GLASS MAKERS
► GLASS REPAIR SHOPS/CENTERS 
► BODY CAR SHOPS (WINDSCREEN REPAIRING  
 AND RESTORING)

► Stornello® Glass guarantees a fast, direct and safe job. No need to remove  
 and bring away the damaged surface for repairing it 

► so, complex tasks accomplished in a really short time 

► a simple, fast and effective action. No risk to damage the glass surface

► Stornello Glass® Table is a “start and go” machine, safe and easy to use.  
 No need for long and specific trainings

Stornello® Glass Table

Stornello Glass® Table “adapts itself” to any kind of flat (or slightly curved) surface, repairing small scratches and 
damages, making it even more brilliant and shining.

Working “flat”

STORNELLO® GLASS is a MULTI MODE
Floor Specific Solutions

machine 

With Stornello® Glass you can work directly on vertical windows and curtain walls, thus accomplishing glass 
surface renovation in the best way. The machine is recommended for:
- removing scratches, small damages, …
- maintaining glass surfaces affected by atmospheric agents, restoring their original transparency and brilliance

Vertical action
P/N 7699950001 

Stornello® Glass Including:

P/N 7699940022 Vertical Action Kit
(Holding rods, joints, 2 suckers, balancer,...)
P/N 7699940014 Safety rope
P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 
P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag
P/N 7699940100 Trolley 

P/N 7699950000 

Including:

P/N 7600030043F Glass backing disc (black)
P/N 7600030015 Protective glasses 
P/N ASO991232 Face mask + earplugs
P/N 7699940020 Tool bag
P/N 7699940100 Trolley 

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Power supply 230-240 V / 50 Hz

Power 1010 W

Wheels 3 removable and replaceable spherical wheels

Sanding disc speed 7 speeds - from 1500 rpm to 3200 rpm

Machine dimensions 30x30x30 cm

Net Weight 4 kg

Disc size Ø 150 mm

Electr. cable length 5 m
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Stornello® at a glance 

SPEED 
ADJUSTMENT 
(7 steps)

ERGONOMIC HANDLEBARS 
Comfort and ease of use

THREE WHEELS 
MOVING SYSTEM (patented) 
For a smooth, flawless and effective 
sanding 

ANGLE 
ADJUSTMENT 

KNOB 
To set the disc right 

working angle

BACKING DISC 
Easy to assemble/disassemble


